THE NEW ŠKODA

OCTAVIA RS
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BOLD NEVER GOES
OUT OF STYLE

EXTERIOR DESIGN

RS

The car features bumpers in RS design and glossy black elements such as exterior side-view
mirror caps, strips around the side windows, front grille frame, and air curtain framing
darkened fog lamps. The RS badge on the grille is a nod to the famous racing tradition of
ŠKODA cars. The dynamic appearance of the exterior is enhanced by 19" ALTAIR anthracite
alloy wheels. The red brake callipers emphasize the sporty character of the vehicle.

Exclusive meets sporty. The OCTAVIA’s emotional design sets
a daring tone with its RS version, both on the outside and in.
Combine the timeless elegance with specific dynamic features
supported by the lower chassis and get a car with attitude.

REAR VIEW
The distinctive rear bumper with glossy black decorative elements, black
diffuser and visible exhaust pipe end pieces are key design features for
the rear of the car. The RS version also features the ŠKODA lettering and
model name on the 5th door in black. The glossy black roof railings come
exclusively with the wagon version.

COMFORT AS
YOUR CO-PILOT

VIRTUAL COCKPIT / LED AMBIENT LIGHTING
The Virtual Cockpit, which comes as standard, can display onboard computer
specifications in combination with other information such as navigation. You can
choose from five layouts (views), controlled via the infotainment system, including
Sport view, specific to the RS version. The background illumination is determined
by the interior ambient lighting offering many amazing colour options.

Step into a space where you can truly be yourself. The interior of
the OCTAVIA RS is that kind of place. The legendary spaciousness
of ŠKODA cars, premium materials and state-of-the-art technology
spiced up with RS elements in the sports style let you experience
uncompromised comfort while staying sporty at heart.

INTERIOR DESIGN
The interior is equipped, among other things, with a multifunctional leather sports steering
wheel with RS logo, Virtual Cockpit including Sport view (specific to the RS version), front
sports seats, and pedal covers in alloy design The upholstery in black fabric is accompanied
by Alcantara® pad with stitching on the dashboard and Carbon décor. Alongside this, the RS
has your safety under control with ten air bags as standard.
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COLOURS

Black Alcantara®/leather/leatherette*
upholstery with red stitching
(Available in optional Premium Pack)

MAGIC BLACK METALLIC

Black fabric upholstery with red stitching
(Standard on RS)

BRILLIANT SILVER METALLIC

STEEL GREY UNI

Customisation

RACE BLUE METALLIC

MOON WHITE METALLIC

*Leather appointed seat upholstery have a
combination of genuine and artificial leather,
but are not wholly leather.

QUARTZ GREY METALLIC

UPHOLSTERY

Please note that Metallic and Pearl effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours.
Please contact your ŠKODA Partner for further information on colours and upholstery combinations.

Customisation

19” Altair anthracite alloy wheels, polished

VELVET RED METALLIC

WHEELS
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OCTAVIA
RS

SAFETY AND SECURITY

OCTAVIA
RS

SAFETY AND SECURITY CONT.

Front Assist with City Emergency Brake, Pedestrian and Cyclist Protection*



Front and rear seat belt reminders



Electronic Stability Control (ESC) (incl. Hill Hold Control)



ISOFIX child seat anchorage points, outer rear seats



Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)



Light Assist (coming home, leaving home, tunnel light, day light)



Electronic Brake-pressure Distribution (EBD)



Rain sensor



Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR)



Electronic Differential Lock (EDL)



FUNCTION AND STORAGE



Electric tailgate opening & closing



Multi-Collision Brake (MKB)



Virtual Pedal

P

Rear View Camera*



3-spoke multi-functional flat bottom leather steering wheel including radio and telephone controls:
height and reach adjustable



DSG gear paddles on steering wheel



Electronically controlled front axle-inter wheel lock (VAQ)

Rear parking sensors

Model Equipment

OCTAVIA MODEL EQUIPMENT

Front and rear parking sensors



Park Assist*

P

Side Assist - Blind Spot Detection*



Lane Assist* with adaptive lane guidance



Emergency Assist*



Traffic Jam Assist



Airbags:



Driver and front passenger airbags



- Driver and front passenger side airbags



- Curtain airbags - front and rear



- Driver's knee airbag



- Central airbag



-Rear side airbags



Emergency fuel supply cut-off



Automatic flashing brake lights activated in emergency braking situation



Electronic engine immobiliser



Anti-theft Alarm system



Tyre pressure monitoring system



Passenger Protect Assist*



Fatigue detection*



LED Daytime running lights



Front fog lights
Front fog lights with cornering function



Height-adjustable three-point front seat belts with pretensioners; three-point rear seatbelts



^Green Tech - Start/stop system and brake energy recuperation



Virtual Cockpit



Simply Clever package (rubbish bin in door panel, multimedia device holder and double-sided mat in boot)



Ticket holder on A-pillar



Front and rear carpet floor mats



Sunglasses holder (not fitted with sunroof)



1.5L bottle storage compartment in front door panelling



1.5L bottle storage compartment in rear door panelling



Cup holders (2) in centre console



Rear seat centre armrest with cup holders and load through provision



Storage pockets on back rests of front seats



Cargo Elements



Front Aero wipers with wash/wipe function



Rear Aero wiper with wash/wipe function (only Wagon)



Push-push – tank lid opening with electric release (through the central locking)



Towbar preperation



Space Saving spare wheel



Net system in luggage compartment



Remote release of rear seat backrest



Softtouch – electro-mechanic boot opening



Rolling cover for luggage compartment (Wagon)



Foldable hooks in luggage compartment



Umbrella



Height-adjustable front headrests with WOKS (whiplash optimised head restraints)

 standard
 option
not offered A available in optional package P included in optional package
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.

 standard
not offered P included in optional package
^ The Green Tech - Start/Stop system is designed to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. It achieves this by automatically switching off the engine while the vehicle is stationary and then starting it again automatically
when the driver wants to drive off. There are certain operating conditions whre the Start/Stop system is deactivated (e.g. during engine warm-up), please refer to the owner's manual for full operating information.

Model Equipment

OCTAVIA MODEL EQUIPMENT
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OCTAVIA
RS

OCTAVIA MODEL EQUIPMENT

OCTAVIA MODEL EQUIPMENT

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

DESIGN

10" touch screen Bolero radio including SmartLink~ smartphone connectivity with Apple Carplay® and Android Auto™, Bluetooth® with
voice control, audio and streaming, 2 x USB Type C in front (8 speakers)

Full LED headlights with LED daytime running light

OCTAVIA
RS

Matrix LED headlights with AFS - Adaptive Frontlight system including LED daytime running light



10" touch screen Columbus satellite navigation system including SmartLink~ smartphone connectivity with Apple Carplay® and Android
Auto™, Bluetooth® with voice control, audio and streaming, 2 x USB Type C (8 speakers)



Rear LED lights with animated indicators



OCTAVIA featuring wireless Apple Carplay® & wirless Android Auto™+



Fabric seats - Ambition

Wireless Phone Charging



Fabric seats - Style

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

P

Leather appointed seat upholstery^

Adaptive Chassis Control incl. Driving Mode Selection



RS sports seats with red stitching^

2 front and rear reading lights



Front seats venitlation

Dual-zone 'Climatronic' air conditioning with humidity sensor



Driver cushion depth adjustment

Three-zone 'Climatronic' air conditioning with humidity sensor

P



Chrome strip in front bumper



Height-adjustable driver and passenger seat with lumbar support

Chrome inner door handles

Height-adjustable driver and passenger sports seats with lumbar support and integrated headrests;
embroided RS logo and red stitching



RS Sports Spoiler



Electronically adjustable front seats (driver with memory function)

P

Rear bumper with reflectors



Clothes hooks on "B Pillars"



Front armrest with storage



Illuminated and air conditioned glove box



Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

18" PERSEUS alloy wheels, silver
18" PERSEUS alloy wheels, anthracite
19" BECRUX alloy wheels, anthracite
19" ALTAIR alloy wheels, anthracite



Silver roof rails (Wagon)

Electrically adjustable, heated and foldable door mirrors
Electrically adjustable, heated and foldable door mirrors with memory and auto dimming (driver) function

P

Electrically adjustable, heated and foldable door mirrors with auto dimming (driver) function



Power front and rear windows



Shift By Wire



Electric Parking Brake



Five USB-C (2 x front, 2 x rear, 1 x rear-view mirror)



Digital radio reception



Auto dimming rear view mirror



Privacy Glass (Sun Set)



Electric panoramic sunroof (Wagon)



Glossy Black Roof Rails (wagon)



Black rear diffuser



RS badging (front door sills, front grille and tailgate)



Sports Chassis with lower ground clearance



Instrument panel in RS design



Red coloured disc-brake callipers



Aluminium finish accelerator and brake pedals



Integrated exhaust tailpipes



Black design elements (door mirror caps, side and rear styling decalls)



RS black design elements (door mirror caps and black RS grille surround)



KESSY – keyless unlocking/locking and starting and Safe system



Alarm with interior monitoring, tilt sensor and back up horn



LED Interior Ambient lighting



 standard

 option

not offered

A available in optional package

P included in optional package

+ OCTAVIA featuring wireless Apple CarPlay® & wireless Android Auto™ is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service required.
~ SmartLink is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android.
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.

 standard
not offered P included in optional package
^ Leather appointed seat upholstery have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

Model Equipment

Model Equipment

Easy Start – central door locking with remote control (2 foldable keys), keyless ignition
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OCTAVIA
RS

OCTAVIA OPTIONAL PACKAGES

OCTAVIA
RS

TECH PACK

TECH AND LUXURY PACK

Adaptive Chassis Control

Leather appointed seat upholstery^

Drive Mode Selection

Electrically-adjustable driver and passenger seat with memory function

Head-up display

Lane Assist* with adaptive lane guidance

Five USB-C (2 x front, 2 x rear, 1 x rear-view mirror)

Emergency Assist

Digital radio reception

Traffic Jam Assist

Three-zone climate control with control panel in rear

Side Assist - Blind Spot Detection*

Premium German Canton sound system (12 loudspeakers, digital equaliser)

Heated front and rear seats

LUXURY PACK

Rear Traffic Alert

Leather appointed seat upholstery^

Mechanical sunblinds for rear windows (Sedan only, standard on Wagon)

Electrically-adjustable driver and passenger seat with memory function

Three-zone climate control with control panel in rear

Lane Assist* with adaptive lane guidance

Electrically adjustable, heated and foldable door mirrors with memory and auto dimming (driver) function

Emergency Assist

Adaptive Chassis Control

Traffic Jam Assist

Drive Mode Selection

Side Assist - Blind Spot Detection*

Head-up display

Rear Traffic Alert

Five USB-C (2 x front, 2 x rear, 1 x rear-view mirror)

Mechanical sunblinds for rear windows (Sedan only, standard on Wagon)

Digital radio reception

Heated front and rear seats

Premium German Canton sound system (12 loudspeakers, digital equaliser)

Three-zone climate control with control panel in rear

PREMIUM PACK

Electrically adjustable, heated and foldable door mirrors with memory and auto dimming (driver) function

Alcantara RS seat upholstery

P

Electrically-adjustable driver and passenger seat with memory function

P

Driver cushion depth adjustment

P

Massage function - driver

P

Heated front and rear seats

P

Park Assist*

P

Virtual Pedal

P

Three-zone climate control with control panel in rear

P

Electrically adjustable, heated and foldable door mirrors with memory and auto dimming (driver) function

P

Adaptive Chassis Control

P

Drive Mode Selection

P

Head-up display

P

Mechanical sunblinds for rear windows (Sedan only, standard on Wagon)

P

Premium German Canton sound system (12 loudspeakers, digital equaliser)

P

not offered

P included in optional package

* Safety technologies are not a substitute for the driver's responsibility of the vehicle. ~ SmartLink is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android.
^ Leather appointed seat upholstery have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather

not offered

P included in optional package

* Safety technologies are not a substitute for the driver's responsibility of the vehicle. ~ SmartLink is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android.
^ Leather appointed seat upholstery have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather

Optional Packages

Optional Packages

OCTAVIA OPTIONAL PACKAGES
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RS 2.0 TSI DSG (WAGON)

TANK CAPACITY

Cylinders/Displacement (cm3)

4/1984

Max. engine performance/revs (kW at rpm)

50

Litres

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS

370/1600-4300

Length (mm)

4702

Unleaded Petrol min RON 95

Width (mm)

1829

PERFORMANCE ‡

Wheelbase (mm)

1457
2681

Maximum speed (km/h)

250

Running clearance (mm)

Acceleration 0-100 km/h (s)

6.7

Track front/rear (mm)

129
1541/1550

– extra urban

5.3 (5.4)

STORAGE CAPACITY

155 (156)

Storage capacity with rear seats folded down

1,543

910

2,686

2,003

Clutch
Transmission

4,689

1,543

910

2,003

TRANSMISSION
Driven wheels

1,094

600 l
1,109

600 (640)

12.8°

Storage capacity (rear seats upright)

– combined

1040/970 (1039/985)

12.8°

CO2 EMISSIONS

1463/1444

600 l
1,109

0

Headroom - front/rear

1,04

Width - front/rear

9.3 (9.3)

14.3°

6.8 (6.8)

– urban

970

– combined

1,470

CONSUMPTION (1/100KM) (ADR 81/02)**

0

INSIDE DIMENSIONS
1,04

Fuel quality

180/6500

14.3°

Max. torque/revs (Nm at rpm)

RS 2.0 TSI DSG (WAGON)

970

ENGINE

OCTAVIA TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1,470

OCTAVIA TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1555 (1700)
2,686

1,094

4,689

Front-wheel drive
Two coaxial wet multiple-disk clutch, electro-hydraulically operated
DSG 7-speed, with Tiptronic manual gear changing

WEIGHT

0.262 (0.276)

910

2,686 1,094

2,686

4,689
1,535
1,543
1,829
2,003

1,094

910

1,010

1,444
985

225/40 R19

1,535
1,543
1,829
2,003

1,535
1,543
1,829
2,003

1,535 910
1,829

14.3°

11.1
7.5Jx19"

910

2,686

2,686 1,094

4,689

4,689
1,535

1,094

1,829

OCTAVIA COMBI with a 2.0 TSI/TDI engine is shown above. The G-TEC and iV version specifications may be different.
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4

10

3

4

3

‡Please note figures are sourced from overseas data where equipment levels by model variant may vary.
**Fuel consumption figures according to Australia Design Rule (ADR) 81/02 derived from laboratory testing. Factors including but not limited to driving style, road and traffic conditions, environmental influences, vehicle condition,
and accessories fitted, will in practice in the real world lead to figures, which generally differ, from those advertised. Advertised figures are meant for comparison amongst vehicles only.

Technical Specifications

1,010

1,444

640 l
1,091

1,463

1,010

1,010
1,444

1,444
985

1,463

1,010

1,01,463
39

1,444
985

1,01,463
39

1,468

1,468

Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro mechanic power steering

640 l
1,091

13°

Tyres

Disc brakes with inner cooling

14.3°

Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted

Wheels

1,094

Multi-element axle, with one longitudinal and three transverse links,
with torsion stabil

Disc brakes with inner cooling, with single-piston floating caliper

Turning circle (m)

2,686
4,689

MacPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser

Brake - front

Steering system

1,094

4,689

OCTAVIA with a 2.0 TSI/TDI engine is shown above. The G-TEC and iV version specifications may be different.

Braking system

Brake - rear

14.3°

2,686
4,689

13°

Technical Specifications

Rear axle

1,01,463
39

1,468
910

CHASSIS
Front axle

1,010

1,444
985

970
1,01,463
39

1,04

970

1,04

1,535 910
1,543
1,829
2,003

14.3°

2,003

640 l
1,091

13°

1,543

2,003

640 l
1,091

13°

Drag coefficient C d

1,543

600 l
1,109

12.8°

80

600 l
1,109

12.8°

Max. downball weight (kg)

BODY

14.3°

1600

1,470

Max. trailer load with brakes (kg)

14.3°

750

1,468

75

Max. trailer load w/o brakes

1,470

Max. roof load (kg)

0

1475 (1505)
0

Tare Mass (kg)

ŠKODA Care is about making sure that same level of attention to detail remains long after you’ve made your purchase, making owning a ŠKODA as fantastic as buying one.
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WELCOME TO CARE-FREE OWNERSHIP

REMOVE ANY DOUBT WITH
ŠKODA CHOICE.
ŠKODA Choice± is a flexible finance program that allows you to guarantee your vehicle’s minimum future value± at the time of purchase,

Step 1

giving you peace of mind knowing the value of your ŠKODA is secured.

✔

Freedom to tailor your contract term and kilometre allowance to suit your lifestyle.

✔

Fixed interest rate for the life of your Loan with no account keeping fees.

Choose your favourite ŠKODA model.

✔

Choose your preferred term from between 12
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance
At the end of your ŠKODA Choice contract you can select from three simply clever options – trade-in, retain or return. and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

✔

Opportunity to upgrade your ŠKODA more often, enjoying the latest model with the best innovations and technology.

Step 2

Step 3

At the end of your chosen term, select from
one of the three end of term options:

ŠKODA Service Pricing

ŠKODA Choice

After getting behind the wheel of a ŠKODA, it’s not hard to see
why they’re so beloved by their owners. Quite simply, ŠKODA
vehicles are made to be driven and we want to keep your journey
a long and happy one. And the way it works is simple. ŠKODA
Australia provides a 5 Year/Unlimited Kilometre Warranty^ on all
new vehicles. Every new ŠKODA vehicle includes one year
ŠKODA Assist± (Roadside Assistance), from the warranty start
date. The roadside assistance will subsequently be renewed on an
annual basis for the second, third, fourth and fifth years, if the
vehicle is returned to an authorised ŠKODA dealer for scheduled
maintenance (as per the ŠKODA service program) up to a
maximum of five years.

Every
Calendar
Year
Buying a car is one
thing,
but owning
a car is something else
entirely. We’re sure you’ll want to know the costs of any service
before you book it in. The cogs in our heads have been turning
and we’ve come up with a solution we think is pretty clever. Our
handy online service calculator can help you find the cost of your
next service, scheduled to occur every 12 months/15,000 kms
(whichever occurs first)*. No hidden expenses, no nasty surprises.

Step 1

Choose your favourite ŠKODA model.

Step 2

Choose your preferred term from between 12
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance
and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

Step 3

At the end of your chosen term, select from
one of the three end of term options:

Service Packs

Why worry about handling the payment of your services on an
ad-hoc basis when you already know you need to get them
annually? Conveniently, you can save time by pre-paying your
servicing with a 3 Year/45 000km (whichever occurs first) or a
5 year/75 000km (whichever occurs first) ŠKODA Service Pack†
at any of our ŠKODA dealers. That way you can simply book a
service time that suits you, and the costs are already covered.
Your car, serviced at your convenience.

Genuine Parts

You don’t have to be a genius (AKA a ŠKODA technician) to
know that non-genuine parts aren’t as good as using genuine
ones. Our philosophy towards fixing your car is simple; the parts
we use are identical to the parts used in the production of your
car originally. Genuinely. And with a nationwide, two year,
unlimited kilometre warranty on all genuine parts, peace of mind
comes easily too. Exclusions apply, please visit skoda.com.au.

^Conditions and exclusions apply, see www.skoda.com.au/owners/warranty. Your rights under this warranty are provided in addition to, and in some cases overlap with, consumer guarantees under the Australian Consumer
Law and do not limit or replace them. ±ŠKODA Assist (roadside assistance) is provided by AWP Australia Pty Ltd ABN 52 097 227 177 trading as Allianz Global Assistance, under an arrangement with Volkswagen Group
Australia Pty Limited ABN 14 093 117 876. Conditions and exclusions apply, see www.skoda.com.au/owners/roadside-assistance. *ŠKODA Service Pricing applies to the first 6 standard scheduled services of your vehicle
which are scheduled to occur at every 15,000 km/12 month interval (whichever occurs first). On or before 31 December each year, ŠKODA will publish the maximum price for a specified Scheduled Service that will be
applicable from, and remain fixed for, the following calendar year only. For details on pricing, items not included in the Service Price and for full terms and conditions please see www.skoda.com.au/skoda-care/service-pricing.
†ŠKODA Service Pack are available at ŠKODA Dealers for all models and covers standard items as contained in each scheduled service interval only. Discount structure varies by model. For details of what is not included in a
scheduled service, please refer to the program terms and conditions available here: www.skoda.com.au/skoda-care.

Trade in
If you wish to trade-in your
ŠKODA for a new vehicle,
all you need to do is return
it to the dealership. If the
trade-in value is higher
For
more
information on
than
the Guaranteed
Future Value±, you can use
this equity towards your
new vehicle.

Retain

Return

Trade in

Retain

Return

If you wish to trade-in your
ŠKODA for a new vehicle,
all you need to do is return
it to the dealership. If the
trade-in value is higher
than the Guaranteed
Future Value±, you can use
this equity towards your
new vehicle.

If you prefer to retain your
ŠKODA, simply let us
know. Provided that you
also meet the relevant
payment obligations
under your contract,
you can purchase your
vehicle outright for the
Guaranteed Future Value
amount locked in at the
start of the contract±.
Then your ŠKODA is yours
to keep. Or you can choose
to refinance your balloon
at the end of the term.

All you need to do is hand
your car back and, if the
vehicle meets the agreed
kilometre and fair wear
and tear requirements±,
you will have no more to
pay.

If you prefer to retain your
All you need to do is hand
ŠKODA, simply let us
your car back and, if the
know. Provided that you
vehicle meets the agreed
also meet the relevant
kilometre and fair wear
payment obligations
and tear requirements±,
our
visit
underGuaranteed
your contract, Future Value
you willprogram,
have no more
to https://www.skoda.com.au/finance/skoda-choice
you can purchase your
pay.
vehicle outright for the
Guaranteed Future Value
amount locked in at the
start of the contract±.
Then your ŠKODA is yours
±ŠKODA Choice consists of an option to return
your vehicle
to ŠKODA
Financial Services (SFS) ABN 20 097 071 460, Australian Credit Licence 389344, at the end of the term and requires SFS to purchase the vehicle at
to keep.
Or you
can choose
an agreed price determined by SFS, known as the Guaranteed Future Value (GFV). At the end of the term, you can elect to: (1) trade-in; (2) return; or (3) retain the vehicle by paying the GFV, which is a lump sum owed to
to
refinance
your
balloon
SFS at the end of the loan term after all repayments have been made. You will be liable for any loan contract deficit and additional charges if you exceed the nominated kilometre allowance and/or the vehicle is not in an
the end of
the term.
acceptable condition. Available on new and at
demonstrator
ŠKODA
vehicles for selected models. Contact your nearest ŠKODA dealer to verify eligible vehicles for this program. Fleet, government, rental buyers, hire car and
chauffeur companies excluded.

ŠKODA Choice

HOW IT WORKS

Publication date: February 2021
Important Information:
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trade mark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trade mark of
Google Inc. Bluetooth® is a registered trade mark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.
ŠKODA is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) of 24 Muir Road
Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at February 2021, for Model Year 2021 and are
subject to change without notice or obligation. All information in this brochure are correct at the
time of publication, however variations may occur from time to time and ŠKODA, in so far as it is
permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on
anything contained in this brochure. Authorised ŠKODA dealers will provide up-to-date information
on model application, design feature, prices, and availability onrequest.
www.skoda.com.au

@skodaaustralia

www.facebook.com/skodaaustralia

IF YOU’ VE ENJOYED READING ABOUT IT
― IMAGINE DRIVING IT

SKOOCTBROMY21

CALL US TO ARRANGE A TEST DRIVE

Your ŠKODA partner:

